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About This Game

Trapped Summoner - a fascinating indie game in retro style with elements of RPG.

You have to get out of the underground of Taigren`s Castle, bypassing all clever traps and fighting with various monsters that
live there. In each new room the traps are more sophisticated, and the monsters are more dangerous and stronger.

Do you want to break your mind and stretch your fingers?

You can choose a character for yourself (Warrior, Magician, Robber, Assassin and many others), gather equipment, learn new
spells, seize the souls of defeated creatures and look for a way out of the dark, enchanted dungeon. Do not be afraid, you are not

alone in this intricate labyrinth, called souls are always on your side ... or not ...

Discover the secret of Tigren`s Castle and stay alive!

- 12 characters, each of which has unique skills, has its strengths and weaknesses
- 3 options of difficulty, from simple to furious - to choose from for any type of player

- Various options for weapons, equipment, spells and elixirs
- Interesting and diverse opponents, each of which needs to find their own approach
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- Simple control in a game

ATTENTION: this game can be difficult, which can arrange you and lead to damage to your property by ignition (chairs,
armchairs, sofas) or simply upset. But do not worry about death, quickly and automatically maintaining accessibility always

available.
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Title: Trapped Summoner
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Trapped Team
Publisher:
Trapped Team
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 1

Processor: Intel® Celeron® G1840, AMD® A4-4000 or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Built-in graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Direct-X Compatible

English,Russian
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I was looking for an adventure style game and browsing came across this. It didn't have any reviews in English, but I Google
translated the ones it did have (for pre-access and review copies) and it seemed interesting. At under \u00a34, you can't go
wrong with so many options for character classes.

I am very pleasantly surprised and pleased by the game and would recommend it.

If you think a cross between Epic Manager, Desktop Dungeons and a bit of Ratchett and Clank, you won't be far wrong.

Visually it's pretty as you can see in the screen shots and the short video. This seems to only run in windowed mode and doesn't
have an option to change the resolution. So if you run in a high resolution (like me), then you may need to reduce it so that you
can see the game.

The music is quite nice but doesn't seem to have an option to turn it off or down. It hasn't bothered me so far, but most music
gets grating after a while.

They keys are bound to the cursor keys and aren't changeable. That's a bit of a pain because I prefer wasd but in honesty, the
developers have chosen a perfectly reasonable set of keys, not something completely random. Space\/Enter does things, Esc gets
you to a menu. Nothing is obscure here.

The intro is short and to the point; it goes over how to move, run, use items without being long or dull. You can always save and
re-read it if you forget something.

The puzzles that I've come across so far are the lever and dodge type. I'm currently stuck on one with green handles. I doubt it's
a very difficult puzzle (I'm on Easy mode and it's the first Dungeon) so I'm putting it down to me being a bit dim on a Saturday
night.

I was very impressed by the number of character classes and I'm playing a Devourer. Which despite being a non-melee char is
holding up quite well. The summoning ability is a lovely idea and I'm looking forward to seeing the summons shown in the shop
video; I currently have Golem and Medusa.

The only minor criticisms I can level are:
- no way to play full screen
- the keys aren't configurable (VERY minor)
- not being told that when you set your battle formation, you have to put your character in place first then the summons

Overall, it's a lovely little game, the devs deserve some love and frankly it's more polished than many recent \u00a330+ titles.

Well done and give it a go; it's really worth it.. Old school stype RPG with some interesting atmospheric based elements. Only
complaint I had about the game is the slight amibuity in regards to the new abilities you can gain SPOILER IF YOU WANT TO
GO IN 100% BLIND (theyre sometimes really helpful outside of combat)

8.5\/10. will totally play again as another several classes. Wow! Very well made and challengig game, really well done and
interesting. I recommend contacting several game reviewers on youtube to give it a review and let people know it exists. Hard
Mode is HARD but it's doable.
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